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OUR COMPANY
INNOVATION

MirMat looks to the future

FLEXIBILITY
Customization and      

Development

SERVICES

Competitive Quality & Lead time 

QUALITY

Our success since 1997

Mir. Mat is a company specialized in the production of wiring using the latest technologies for 
production control and cable marking certification.
Due to consolidated experience in the production of electric wiring harnesses for many aircrafts  
categories ULM, LSA and CS VLA, the company achieved a consolidated know-how in the general 
aviation industry.

In an functional structure with 40 employees and specialists.
We manufacture electrical and electromechanical wiring harnesses for third parties providing all  
necessary materials through the internal supply chain.

Consulting and optimization of the products.  

Consulting and manufacturing of precision mechanical components.

The production is made esclusively in the our  headquarters based in Naples.

We can assist the customer by the design process, implementation and delivery of products.





HISTORYY

MIRMAT was founded in the 1997 and begins to conduct its
business in the cabling aeronautic and military field.
In this activity acquires significant knowledge, that allows to
develop specific skills even in the testing and operativity areas of
electrical and electronic components.

The company, is always launched toward advanced technology
solutions, has invested significant human and economic resources in
the optical and energy field, in the 2008 this field increased the
sales activity of 60%.



SERVICESY

Marking Systems

Mirmat has marking systems that allow complex markings of high-tech cables with a quality and 
optimal resolution, thus making it much easier assembly and after-sales service.

For Experimental Aircrafts

All wirings are made by the aircraft manufacturer's specifications in terms of lengths of 
cables/protective sheath we can perform cable marking through heat treatment.
The electrical systems are supplied tested in the our laboratories with Test bench  
reproducing any type of sensor/transducer parameters.
Production of prototypes for experimental aircraft, and special wiring such as, for the 
military field.
Wiring for small quantities batches and long series production of electrical systems for 
small and medium aircraft industries.



CS/VLA avionics wiring



Garmin G1000 suite wiring



Laser Marking System MRO



Cable assembly for Network Broadcasters

The products at high MirMat performance has produced improvements in the 
transmission of signals, shielding and mechanical integrity in a number of 
applications in computers network and telecommunications. The MirMat test 
cables provide an accurate measurements as best support for the engineers during 
the product design.

Railway  Wirings

Assembly and wiring of electrical power box for low, medium high voltage for rail 
systems per customer specification.

Power Distributions Switchboard

Manufacturing of mechanical and electrical wirings for low and medium voltage, 
electronics control panels. Point-to-point automated testing.



Our quality management systems is in compliance with the ISO 9001: 2008





The new Capua Facility, over 1000 sqm







Thank you for your time !


